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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

The Encyclopedia of Sublimation: Accompaniment to The Keeling (2021) 

by 

Ivy Marie Guild 

Master of Fine Arts in Art 

University of California, Irvine, 2021 

Professor Antoinette LaFarge, Chair 

 

On the surface, the visual and textual languages of The Keeling (2021) and this 

encyclopedia are disparately related, but they influence each other synergistically. The visual 

language of the exhibition is a speculative space suspended between an art gallery and a 

futuristic natural history museum. Varying levels of scale, abrasivity, hostility, and gentility frame 

the visual language in The Keeling (2021), and gallery visitors must determine for themselves 

how they fall along or outside those spectrums of physical and visual perception.  

 Although this text is highly personal, conversational, and anecdotal, it is the 

accumulation of those thoughts and experiences that informed each work in the exhibition. An 

encyclopedia of a sublimated version of myself and my art practice to offer a guidebook into the 

spaces, both tangible and intangible, that I inhabit, have evolved from, and aim to grow into. 

When each of the ideas behind the works in The Keeling (2021) are sublimated, you receive 

each of the rambling thoughts in this written thesis. This is all a very long way of explaining that 

you can’t have me without the work and you can’t have the work without me, but I also don’t 

really want you to have them together. Therefore, I give you The Encyclopedia of Sublimation 

(2021) composed alongside and inside The Keeling (2021).  
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Introduction  

Metal 3D printers throw particles around in space to form complex rocket components, or 

at least, that’s how my cousin explained it to me on our tour of Spacex. Similarly, the 

entanglements of my personal and artistic lives are varied and expansive in their organized chaos 

kind of way. Those conscious and subconscious workings are explored in this compendium of  

essays, anecdotes, and critiques that present themselves in encyclopedic form. I would like to 

think of this collection as nonlinear, and as a spectral examination of my thesis and practice. 

Twenty-seven years of existence have formed the individuality that is explored in The Keeling 

(2021), which are expounded upon in this collection of writings. 

The visual language of the exhibition is a speculative space suspended between an art 

gallery and a futuristic natural history museum. The human hand is not directly present in the 

space, unless you are certain that this fictional realm cannot provide steel prosthetics to 

biological organisms without human help. For the most part, the space is inhabited by 

photographic and sculptural beings that appear to be stuck in a form of stasis. The gallery areas 

surrounding the alien fossils are pristine, prompting viewers to consider the clinically clean 

spaces that allow a thorough investigation of the foreign objects. Varying levels of scale, 

abrasivity, hostility, and gentility frame the visual language in The Keeling (2021). Gallery 

visitors must determine for themselves how they fall along or outside those spectrums of 

physical and visual perception.  

This encyclopedia is a guide into my mind and process as the creator of this exhibition. I 

am going to take you into my childhood, my transformations, and my artwork. This thesis will 

guide you through the traumas of my body and the planet to help situate you in the deeper 

context of the works in The Keeling (2020). A number of the sections in this piece reference 

their alphabetical counterparts, you may choose any order in which to navigate this work, but, I 

recommend starting at the beginning.  
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 When each of the works in The Keeling (2021) are broken down  into their component 

atoms, you receive each of the rambling thoughts in this “manual” to my thesis. This is all a very 

long way of explaining that you can’t have me without the work and you can’t have the work 

without me, but I also don’t really want you to have them together. Therefore, I give you The 

Encyclopedia of Sublimation (2021) composed alongside and inside The Keeling (2021).  

 

A. Amoebic 

A, Amoebic. To be amoebic is to consume, amass, capture, and combine. I, Ivy Guild, am 

an amoebic person and the artwork with which I mark the birth of my art practice is Crochet 

Amoeba (2013). In retrospect, forming a sculptural installation in the women’s restroom of my 

undergraduate art department that looked half alive, consisted of found absorbent material, and 

clung to the toilet bowl and walls, should have been a warning sign. Clearly, exiting a biology 

major months before hadn’t entirely divorced my research from the body or living organisms.   

 My accumulation of mediums, tools, and materials began in undergrad when I realized 

that I wanted to have my hands in multiple fields. This is a bit like when I was a child and never 

wanted to be in a singular “clique” at school. I wanted to be a nerd, an athlete, and an artist. My 

progression through mediums has always been additive and measured, never flippant. Learning 

how to do something new has always meant taking the time to learn the ins and outs of a tool, 

material, or skill, because once I understood the thing, then I could subvert it. From analog 

photography and fiber art to laser cutting and growing fungi, my work and I thrive off new 

knowledge and practices. Dozens of transformations in my practice have brought me to this body 

of work and the blend of mediums and materials presented in the Contemporary Arts Center 

Gallery. To understand my obsessively amoebic nature, we need to step into the past and look at 

some early childhood memories.  

~ 
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1997, age 3, SeaWorld, San Diego, CA 

 I’m fixedly staring at towering buckets of assorted stuffed sea creatures at one of the 

dozens of gift shops at what I considered to be the greatest place on Earth. While my onlooking 

parents probably thought I was trying to decide between the polar bear and the sea lion, I was off 

on another planet. The moment of eager anticipation has passed and my parents wait patiently 

as I collect a stuffie and then put it back down. This continues as my parents realize that I am 

taking the toys that have been returned to the wrong bins and I am sorting them back into their 

proper homes. Early signs of OCD? You bet. For the record, I chose the polar bear and named it 

Slushie. Was I foreshadowing my future existential crises over global warming and environmental 

degradation? Probably.  

~ 

I’ve heard stories about my desire to collect and organize personal items my whole life. 

There is an accompanying compilation of tales of my anxiety about public performances and the 

time I got a C in fifth grade speech class because I could hardly choke out my words. As a child, 

how did I mediate my own anxiety and OCD? I spent hours mastering new crafts, collecting and 

organizing small objects, and working with my hands. Twenty odd years later, I maintain the same 

habits in my art practice.  

The Keeling (2021) is an amalgamation of aloe corpses, fictional prosthetics, speculative 

organisms, and contemporary fossils, among other things. After months of relocating rare plant 

specimens from the UCI Arboretum to help them escape demolition, why did I find myself renting 

U-Haul vans to haul dead plant limbs to my studio? To me, these artifacts are loaded with meaning 

and potential. You say organic waste, I say found objects. These dismembered figures amassed 

in my studio as I began to contemplate how I might reanimate them. I became a sponge for the 

relics of a thriving ecosystem that now awaits a cement machine. The works in the show are 

individuals, some of which are amoebic on their own, others of which operate collectively as an 

amoebic whole. This exhibition offers a speculative look at a different interspecies conversation 
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in which destructive practices have created new interdependence between the organic and 

inorganic worlds.  

 

B. Biology 

“If it was broken, you would be crying right now.” (2005-present) 

- 

“We are going to use a piece of horse heart muscle to replace your congenitally split 

tendon and secure it with a metal anchor.” (2010, 3rd right ankle blowout) 

- 

“Yup, it’s tuberculosis alright.” (2012, pre-college physical) 

- 

“Did the doctor warn you that this is going to make your urine traffic cone orange?” (2016, 

CVS Pharmacy) 

- 

“Am I going to set off TSA’s metal detectors?” (2018, pre-second foot reconstruction) 

~  

“As your brain adjusts to the new surplus of serotonin, you might experience some 

euphoria and slight hallucinations.” (2018, my bio psychiatrist) 

~ 

“Looking from the front, I can already see that several parts of your neck are not where 

they should be.”  (2019, my beloved chiropractor) 

~ 

“You are going to need to carry four epi-pens, an inhaler, one pack of steroids, 

antihistamines, and a satellite phone on all of your back country trips.” (2020, my allergist) 

~ 
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“What procedure are you coming in for this morning? It can’t be the colonoscopy, you’re 

way too young for that.” (2021, my colonoscopy prep nurse) 

~ 

“I’m thinking about making my next tattoo a punch card.” (2021, me, pre-op, 4th mobility 

surgery) 

~ 

You get the idea, for someone in their late twenties, I have a medical record longer than most 

octogenarians. One might think I am exaggerating but the SparkNotes version of this record 

includes many broken bones, tuberculosis I picked up sometime during my international travels, 

severe allergies to all environmental panels, cyborg feet, a thyroid that doesn’t work, and a piece 

of horse heart muscle that is attempting to hold my right ankle together. A variety of surgeries and 

resultant recuperation periods taught me various methods to reduce my boredom, such as going 

outdoors and mastering repetitive manual tasks.  Unsurprisingly, my franken-feet and carefully 

medicated sack of flesh have made me increasingly curious about forced interactions between 

organic and inorganic materials. Humans have been engaging in biomimicry for years, but what 

happens when body modifications are reflected back into the environment? When I went into the 

operating room to have my ankle reconstructed in high school, I saw the drill that was about to be 

used on my ankle and lost it. Power tools plus bones is a thought that most people never have to 

think about or experience, or experience repeatedly. I’m not one of those people and I have 

become enthralled with the various man-made prosthetics and implants my body hosts. But, as 

various laws and regulations would have it, you don’t own your surgical footage or excised body 

parts. While I could probably find a number of the procedures I have had on YouTube, I realized 

that it was never going to be my body on the screen. As a sculptor, it was a natural progression 

for me to take the physical trauma of my limbs and transform it into physical manifestations outside 

my body. The gallery serves as an incubator for my reanimations and corporeal portals. I am a 
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surgeon of my own broken limbs in the space of my sculptures, but they write their own narratives 

of the past and future through the lens of human-environmental interactions.  

 

C. Compromise  

 “When culture is based on a dominator model, not only will it be violent, it will frame all 

relationships as power struggles,” (hooks, 2004, p. 116).  

~ 

Chronic compromise is a staple in many people’s lives if they are offering resources, sharing 

labor, both physical and emotional, promoting accessibility, and operating communally. For my 

purposes, I would like to speak to the personal layers of compromise I have experienced, both 

embodied and ecological. I tend to think of compromise as a mutual agreement of sorts, but the 

cases I discuss here reflect involuntary or systemic subjugation.  

 I’m going to start with my personal journeys through physical compromise. There are 

endless ways in which the body can be incapacitated, but most of mine have been the results of 

genetics, injuries, and illnesses. I have been fortunate enough to have temporary disabilities 

associated with my injuries. Those experiences can make your limb, joint, muscle, two front teeth, 

etc. feel alien, as if they aren’t yours anymore. At the same time, nothing makes you feel 

destructible like a big immobilizing cast that you are stuck staring at for weeks on end. These are 

also deeply humanizing periods that make you realize how much our society fails to support 

individuals with disabilities. I never considered how far away elevators can be in a building where 

most people take the stairs, or how many walkways simply aren’t ADA friendly. Taking a hobble 

in someone else’s shoes can change your whole perspective on how ableist our country is. There 

is physical compromise when the body is ill, but there is also a lot of forfeited time. I could never 

sit still when I was battling a secondary infection or letting a bone mend, it felt like my limited time 

in this world was ticking by without me. Physical recuperation teaches a different kind of patience 

and shows you what it is like to spend a lot of time in your head. I thank these experiences for 
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making me hyper-conscious of my body and the space I take up in the world. I think of my 

sculptures as extensions of this consciousness as I ask people to engage the work, which is often 

times larger than them or physically imposing.  

 Environmental compromise on a human scale is how I would describe the efforts of 

humans to combat climate change up to this point. In this way, I see people and companies 

making small sacrifices to appease their investors and shareholders. But, what we really need is 

environmental remediation and systemic compromise to reverse the issues, not just jumping 

through the small hoops set forth by environmental regulators. The way we continue to colonize 

the land and its limited resources directly impacts the systemic colonization of the female body. 

Silvia Federici (1998) has written extensively about the disproportionate impact of climate change 

on women’s bodies as the birthplace of the next generation. As the makers of the home and labor 

force, women take on more of the negative impacts we see as climate change accelerates 

(Federici, 1975). This is a compromise that women are forced to take on to ensure the 

advancement of families, society, and capitalist structures. Redistributing the work of 

environmental remediation to the biggest colonizers and polluters is necessary to reach an 

equitable compromise with the planet. We cannot expect marginalized groups and grassroots 

activism, as powerful as these forces are, to find a solution with big money and big polluters. We 

need the government to grow a conscience and force that compromise on behalf of the planet 

and the populations who will be most affected by climate change. The lack of change and systemic 

inequities thus far don’t give me a lot of hope for our success in this regard. I have found personal 

compromise with the planet in my day-to-day decisions and the way I use my purchasing power. 

Moreover, I want to use my work to explore the future of interspecies relationships, particularly 

those that will become necessary if our mitigation efforts continue to fail miserably. If telling people 

what is going to happen doesn’t work, maybe showing them how bad it could be will?  
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D. Driftless 

Wisconsin has a reputation for being a flat state full of cows, cheese curds, and rolling green 

farms, but it is also home to a unique piece of geography, the Driftless. This region escaped 

flattening during the last glacial migration over the midwest and because the glaciers didn’t drift 

over it, smashing all land formations in sight, it is fondly referred to as the Driftless Region. The 

Mississippi flows through the area with a number of tributaries running off through small canyons, 

down moss-covered cliffs, and through fields of Queen Anne’s lace and bright day lillies. You can 

hike through wooded areas to find mounds of oyster mushrooms emerging from decaying trees 

and rough geodes resting in the soil. Deer ticks and stinging nettle wait to catch unprotected 

ankles, as turtles and deer wait on one-lane highways to see how headlights react. More than all 

of the natural beauty of the space, the title is a metaphor for the people who dwell there and often 

for those who are lucky enough to visit it. J.R.R. Tolkien wrote, “not all who wander are lost,” 

(1954) and to that I say, those who are driftless are rooted or occasionally, stuck. The opposite of 

drifting is staying in place, but does this mean the mind, the body, both? The Driftless offers me 

an escape from my typical city-dwelling and allows my body to roam free in an idyllic space. As 

someone who doesn’t sit still well, it feels good to recharge in a condensed space with little access 

to the outside world.  

 Being driftless is not always a positive experience. I started to consider the sinister side of 

feeling like I couldn’t move or get off the couch during the first year of my MFA when my familial 

depression began to manifest in me. Maybe it was beginning to emerge when I prepped to leave 

San Diego, my home of eight years, to move somewhere new and get thrown into the deep end 

of the grad school swimming pool. Living behind the Instagram-perfect, utilitarian “orange curtain,” 

aka Orange County, compounded my disillusionment with radical bipartisanship, healthcare 

disparities, patriarchal society, and corrupt institutions. My mounting anxieties about my personal 

life, the cookie-cutter societal infrastructure of Irvine, and environmental crises climaxed at the 

worst possible moment. I had been cycling to school to save costs on the exorbitant parking 
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permits UC Irvine peddles to commuter students. Riding your bike in rush hour in Orange County 

is a great way to feel very alive, but I had just passed my threshold. I flew into my first real panic 

attack in the left turn lane of one of the biggest intersections in Irvine, surrounded by people in 

luxury vehicles who were running late for work and school. That forced emotional awakening 

motivated me to seek the help I needed, but that doesn't make the anxieties go away, it just helps 

you handle them. Twelve-hour studio days and tedious sculptural works became my outlet for 

those anxieties. 

  Through the writings of women like bell hooks, Octavia Butler, Susan Sontag, Donna 

Haraway, Silvia Federici, N. K. Jemisin and countless other revolutionary writers, I was able to 

metabolize my internal dramas into my practice and regurgitate them as installations. Throughout 

the trauma of Donald Trump’s last year in office, the election, and the raging wildfire of a 

pandemic, I found myself leaning further into the realm of speculative fabulation. I wasn’t leaning 

into science fiction and speculative design to avoid the mental pummeling; rather, I was using it 

to help me try to digest the back-to-back hits to the psyche. For the first six months of the 

pandemic, my depression came raging back as I found myself locked out of my art studio and 

separated from the majority of my support network. Looking to the future as a way to process the 

present became my primary mode for pushing forward in my art practice and my day-to-day life. 

I was driftless in my mental wanderings as the world seemed to spiral out of control, and I didn’t 

know how to begin again with my art practice. Retreating to the outdoors to hide in the backcountry 

almost every weekend helped me recapture the feeling of being in the Driftless while caught in a 

populous coastal region. Leaving one form of driftlessness to be softly enveloped by the trees 

and lichen-coated granite saved my sanity in 2020. As the end of the pandemic creeps into sight, 

along with my ascension to “masterhood,” I count down the days until I return to bone-chilling 

creeks and afternoon storms in the Driftless.  
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E. Epochs 

 Environmental changes or migrations in a lifetime can be a way to situate oneself within 

the epochs of a rapidly changing existence. Place has been important to me in life and art, which 

is why I have simplified my personal timeline into these environmentally oriented time periods.  

 

The Irrigated Desert (1994-2012) 

 Oak Creek Canyon, Sedona, AZ, Summer 1994. I’m in the baby backpack wearing a little 

bucket hat with a big sunflower on it and tiny baby shades. My dad is wearing a bucket hat and 

shades himself and smiling as he steps across a creek. Shortly thereafter, he slips on the slimy 

creek rocks and catches himself just before he lands on me. My head is dunked in the water and 

my parents would later joke that this was my “baptism.” Not to mention that they held a mini-pagan 

ceremony at the top of the hike later that day with my godmother and dedicated me to the sun 

god. Explains a lot.  

 I was born and raised in Phoenix, AZ, when “global warming” didn’t really exist in very 

many people’s minds and summers were always spent around pools and A/C units. My family 

backyard is a massive jungle of trees and bushes that I grew up playing in. I always had the best 

house for hide-and-go-seek. The gardens my parents planted flourished with constant care and I 

learned to eat vegetables by pulling them out of the dirt or eating them off the vine. Is this why I 

have transformed my tiny plot of dirt in front of my apartment into a miniature jungle itself? 

Probably. 

As a kid, my favorite smell was the smell of the inside of a car that has been sitting in 100-degree 

weather. North Central Phoenix, situated just north of downtown, is still irrigated on a regular 

schedule with water brought in by the Salt River Project canals. It is commonplace to see yards 

flooded and a city employee walking through backyards in fishing boots to open the jumbo metal 

outlet plugs in the ground. My dad and I used to lounge in the irrigation outlet and soak in the 

bubbly mud jacuzzi as if it was a 5-star hotel spa. When I needed a little more high-speed action, 
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I would sit on a boogie board while my dad whipped me around in the shallow water by the leash. 

The water might have been questionable, but the experiences were priceless.  

Honors Freshmen Dormitory, University of San Diego (August 2012) 

 SeaWorld, San Diego, California, August 2012. I board a chartered bus full of first-year 

students to SeaWorld, and on the way, I notice crowds of protestors outside. Was SeaWorld bad? 

I had never heard such a thing. After a lifetime of loving this place full of beautiful creatures, it was 

a rude awakening to know that there were people with good reason to stand in the sun for hours 

trying to turn tourists away from the amusement park. Why would anyone hate SeaWorld? Once 

that wool had been pulled away from my eyes, there was no going back.  

 Annual trips to sunny San Diego combined with my love of the ocean brought me to the 

University of San Diego in the late summer of 2012. Move-in week was hot and humid, and Target 

was regionally sold out of tower fans in a matter of days. It boggled my mind to be living in such 

a gorgeous place and to be sweating on top of my sheets at night like I was camping in Florida in 

the summer. I had come to study Marine Biology, which was only going to last a few months, but 

at least global warming was a real conversation by this point. As my parents say, I stayed a 

science major just long enough for them to buy a home behind the university, then I dropped all 

my classes and studied Visual Arts and Art History instead. I had a taste of cooler weather and 

damp air, and there was no going back to the desert after that. My family had great plans for me 

to “save the oceans,” but I figured I could find a way to fight for the environment with my art career. 

Am I wrong?  

Hurricane Irma, The Florida Keys, FL (September 2017) 

 Marathon, Key Vaca, FL, Fall 2017. My parents are in Florida at my aunt and uncle’s home 

shoveling seaweed and muck from dawn until dusk. After a forced evacuation, my aunt and uncle 

returned to find someone else’s roof in their carport, evidence of waves having passed through 

their house, hundreds of pounds of seaweed in their yard, walls blown off the Banana Shack 

rental properties they managed behind their home, and a lack of governmental support. Insurance 
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companies found every reason they could to get out of paying people for damages, and the 

government offered limited dump pickups and recovery support.  

 My parents fly to Florida to do what they can in the effort to unbury the house and offer 

moral support to my family. I’m in San Diego in the midst of my graduate school application 

deadlines, but regular phone calls from my family let me know that the situation is dire and help 

is not on the way. Global warming is here, sea levels are rising, it is political, and it is already too 

late.  

Irvine, CA (September 2020) 

 Parkwood Apartments, Irvine, CA, Fall 2020. Donald Trump is president and is running for 

reelection. I’m starting my final year of graduate school locked out of on-campus studios and I 

haven’t made art in months. Wildfires and smoke consume California. Polar vortexes attack the 

Midwest. Hurricanes cripple the East. Flooding and power outages hit the South. UC Irvine is 

preparing to flatten half of the campus Arboretum and Herbarium to turn them into a parking lot, 

and Covid-19 sends it all into an even deeper spiral with no end in sight. 

 As we enter what will be a full school year of Zoom class, I am prepping to teach my first 

solo-flight undergraduate course, which I have researched and built from the ground up. I am 

teaching Speculative Design to a large group of students who are about to graduate in the midst 

of a global pandemic and a country in sociopolitical upheaval. I’m trying to figure out how to 

motivate these students to care about the future and imagine better times. Months later during 

their final presentations, one of my students writes a short climate justice horror short film proposal 

titled Eat the Rich. In this short narrative, the wealthiest polluters in the world are invited to an 

underwater dining experience, but they quickly realize that their food is full of plastics, oil, and 

other contaminants. The glass walls of the underwater restaurant open and carnivorous sea 

creatures swarm the bourgeois guests, devouring them all swiftly. The scene resets as the next 

group of CEOs and lobbyists enters the restaurant’s waiting room.  
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Irvine, CA (April 2021) 

 University of California, Irvine, CA Spring 2021. Shortly after the New Year, I’m working at 

the Arboretum as hundreds of plants continue to be adopted out to new homes. The Biden-Harris 

ticket won the election and Covid-19 vaccines have begun to be distributed. A cacophony of 

notifications on my phone alerts me to the terrorist insurrection taking place at the nation’s Capitol. 

Several months later, in April, after recounts and the suspension of Donald Trump’s social media 

platforms, the election is still a point of contention between the Democratic and Republican 

parties. In better news, I have been vaccinated against the pandemic virus. In less happy news, 

I have to have a colonoscopy and my fourth foot and ankle surgery.  

 Despite the terrorist attack on the Capitol building, the ongoing existence of the filibuster, 

and ongoing police violence against Black communities, 2021 seems somewhat better than 2020. 

Joe Biden is not perfect, but at least he takes the weekends off from major news events. My 

cohort and I have been divided into rolling groups of thesis completion but we all try to work 

through our final classes together. As someone who relies heavily on medical care and 

prescription medication for my quality of life, I realize that I need to have any queued procedures 

before I graduate and lose my student healthcare. From April to May I will have a diagnostic 

colonoscopy, two anaphylactic reactions to my allergy shots, and four new anchors and one 

internal brace placed in my right ankle to revise the surgery I had in high school. Thesis is 

daunting, but more daunting is the idea of Donald Trump running in the 2024 presidential election.  

 

F. Fiction 

 During the second year of my MFA program, I began to delve into the realm of fiction in 

my research, practice, and media consumption. As a result of a summer spent circumnavigating 

the country and living in the woods in my Subaru, I had a new perspective on environmental 

futures. I realized how little my existence meant to the planet and how likely it was to outlive the 

human race. Some people reached this conclusion much faster than I did, but suddenly I 
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understood that the question wasn’t whether or not the planet would survive. Rather, the 

questions are will human beings survive? And: how many species will we take with us on our jolly 

ride into the grave of extinction? 

 Haraway (2016) was my beacon during this time of spiraling expectations for the future 

survival of my race, but I felt more pessimistic than her about the kincentric relationships we might 

form with our fellow critters to beat the Sixth Great Extinction. I leaned into this feeling of 

hopelessness for my race and began to create a different speculative future in which fungi and 

Artificial Intelligence hybridized to outlive the human race. The mycelial root system would bond 

with cyberoptic cables and the two sentient beings would develop their own language. This union 

would create a new species that would not only live long past humans, it would also aid our 

eradication because of the threat we posed to a sustainable environment. The result of my 

dwelling on this speculative future manifested in fungAI (2020), a multimedia, living installation 

that considers the sinister side of evolutionary survival and environmental justice. The work 

consists of several domed "islands" that stem from a central "mothership" dome in the center of 

the room, each holding carob wood and technological waste that have been colonized by several 

different species of fungi. The domes provide a secure space for fungal growth, each containing 

one or more humidifiers and strands of grow lights. Several uncovered islands of sand, wiring, 

and dead fungi represent failed fungal colonies that lacked the resources needed to thrive. A 

layered soundtrack of living, environmental sounds emanate from speakers in the central dome 

giving an architectural nature to the reverberations in the room. This piece is also home to a 

colony of rapidly reproducing slugs that appear to be thriving in this speculative, post-human 

space. 

 Oddly enough, a global pandemic and hours spent with Octavia Butler, Robin Wall 

Kimmerer, and N.K. Jemisin pouring into my ears helped direct me to a slightly more hopeful 

place of contemplation. A need to escape the weight of the constant mental and emotional attacks 

of 2020 brought me to speculative design, the new home of my practice. Speculative fabulation 
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taught me that designing for the future didn’t need to just offer technological innovations or 

predictions for the future. I learned, thanks in part to the intrepid undergraduate students to whom 

I taught Speculative Design, that I could use this new lens to examine the future we fear coming 

to pass if our present mitigation efforts fail. Projecting this nightmare into the present became the 

aim of my thesis exhibition works. The works in The Keeling (2021) offer a glimpse of the fossils 

and artifacts we may leave in our wake as a ruinous society.  

The suspension of disbelief allotted by this fictional realm allows me to read my own bodily 

“reanimation” into the works as well. I frequently and fondly refer to my “franken-feet” as a way to 

laugh off the obscene amount of cutting and pasting my feet have undergone. The procedures 

and prescriptions my body has required have repurposed my disabled body parts. I feel a bit like 

Dr. Frankenstein or Dr. Mitchell, (my stellar orthopedic surgeon) as I make the reenabled 

sculptures in this exhibition. The UCI Arboretum looked like a warzone after we relocated the 

plants on the pre-demolition side and my role switched from that of refugee aid to coroner. I saw 

the strewn trunks of beheaded aloes as discarded bodies or limbs that deserved better than a trip 

to the dump. Collecting these pieces helped me reclaim my own bodily trauma and allowed me 

to transfer my own biomimicry and alterations back onto the natural world. Each of the aloe trunk 

pieces in the show functions uniquely and has been resurrected with various aids and prosthetics. 

The fictional narratives in these sculptures allow me to reflect on the holes that have been drilled 

into my bones, the screws that have put me back together, and the sutures and grafts that tie it 

all up with a neat bow.  

 

G. Gentle 

2021, age 28, Piper Surgery Center, Scottsdale, AZ 

 I’m in a surgical gown, I haven’t had coffee today, and someone is about to cut me open 

and drill four more holes in my ankle. The entire process is clinical, rehearsed, and devoid of 

human emotion. When the nurse offers to numb my hand with lidocaine before inserting my 
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intravenous fluids tube, it is a small act of sympathy that momentarily deflects the 

dehumanization of the process. During a day over which I have no control and little privacy, this 

gentle act makes me feel more like a person than a body.  

~ 

In the hands of the institution there is typically a small allowance for empathy and 

impractical attention to care. A patriarchal society that runs on a capitalist system is built on 

efficiency, less so on the amiability of its acts. Silvia Federici (1998) speaks to the reproductive 

labor that women supply for the workforce of society in terms both of birthing the next 

generation of laborers and also of renewing the current workers, physically and emotionally. The 

disproportionate emotional labor carried on by women is not isolated to the home and labor 

market, but it also extends to the reparations that need to be paid to the planet. In Braiding 

Sweetgrass (2013), Robin Wall Kimmerer discusses the numerous ways in which she mothers 

the earth, operating through scientific and native knowledge. Kimmerer (2013) writes, “From the 

very beginning of the world, the other species were a lifeboat for the people. Now, we must be 

theirs” (p. 8).  Taken together, Federici and Kimmerer’s texts point to women as the first line of 

caretakers in our efforts to rehabilitate our relationship with the environment. In my mind, this 

requires leaning into the quiet moments of growth, rebirth, repair, and new life as we approach 

the next generation of human-environmental relationships. We know plants are sentient and 

necessary for our survival on Earth, so why don’t we start by paying them the respect they 

deserve and giving them the advocacy they need.  

At the arboretum, it was easy to focus on uprooting and saving the largest, most 

monetarily valuable plants, but I found myself unable to abandon the smallest of the beings too. 

After trunkfuls of aloes and succulents would leave, I would pore over the parking lot and 

pathways picking up the smallest plants that had fallen off the wagon and been left behind. With 

the threat of impending demolition, I tried to focus on the peaceful moments amongst the 

hummingbirds and bees, and offer the same care to each of the beings I encountered. I have 
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tried to translate these delicate experiences into the care with which I have handled the 

materials in the exhibition, many of which are more breakable than they look. Even after the 

“fall” of natural spaces as we know them today, there will be moments of beauty in the ruins, like 

the aloe trunks hauled from the arboretum wreckage. There will also be softness in the rebirth of 

plants and sloughing of old layers, akin to the latex pieces in this exhibition. The precarity of life 

in this speculative future will be a fragile balance, and we are all bound to fall, decompose, and 

keel over.  

 

H. Hostile 

April 2020, Covid times, age 27, Hoag Memorial Hospital, Irvine, CA 

 I’m lying in a hospital bed in the “non-Covid” wing of the ER hooked up to an IV full of 

antihistamines and steroids. Turns out that after a lifetime of bee stings, suddenly, I am very 

allergic. Invasive yellow mustard surrounds the local bike paths as local parks employees are 

kept at home during quarantine. The plants spread like wildfire and the bees love them. I used 

my Covid-19 stimulus check to invest in a new bicycle and was speeding along the floral 

bikeway when I felt a sharp impact in my temple. Let’s just say that sometimes you’re the bee 

and sometimes you’re the face, it’s a lose-lose situation.  

~ 

 While there are a number of moments of beauty in the collaboration between the body 

and the environment, there are also plenty of opportunities for hostile interactions. In the case of 

my story above, I don’t think the bee deliberately committed suicide on my face, nor did I aim for 

it on that fateful day. Nonetheless, its venom turned out to be exceedingly unwelcome in my 

body. This unexpected injection was the first of many planned, expensive ones. Following my 

visit to the ER, I promptly sought an allergist who diagnosed me with being in the top percent of 

the top percent of people who are allergic to everything environmental. I found myself receiving 

bee and vespid injections several times a week for months. The venom in these shots 
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desensitizes the body to the aggressive stings, but it is also a form of poisoning oneself and 

paying handsomely for it. Histamine production, much like serotonin production, occurs in our 

stomachs, therefore, the shots turn your innards upside down as well. If all that isn’t enough fun, 

you get a grapefruit-sized reaction on the back of each arm and feel like you just took a sleeping 

pill. On a bad day, the dose turns out to be too high and you go into anaphylaxis, hopefully 

before you leave the allergist’s office. To remedy the problem you expose yourself to more 

venom than you ever would have before.  

 When this metaphor of venom injections is used to look at human-environmental 

interactions, I see two comparisons to be made. In one view, humans are the injection that is 

introducing invasive species, pumping soil and water systems full of pesticides, and killing off 

hundreds of species of flora and fauna. In this vein, humans are toxic and more akin to 

chemotherapy than venom therapy as they attempt to make the natural world more “kempt” and 

pest-free. An increasing number of individuals, particularly the proponents of the Green New 

Deal and the younger generations, represent a different form of human intervention in the 

environment. This latter group seeks to undo that which has been done by the venomous 

human beings by injecting sustainability and labor into the environment. There is a third 

category I want to list here in which humans attempting to do well by the planet end up fielding a 

few punches from Mother Nature along the way.  

~ 

Fall 2020, UCI Arboretum and Herbarium, Irvine, CA 

 Andre Comtois, a member of my cohort, comes to the arboretum to volunteer and take 

some plants home. On the brief orientation tour I give to all visitors, I point out the permanent 

scars on my arms made by the sharp aloe leaves, as well as the inch-long thorns dropped by the 

fever trees. Several carts of relocated plants later and Andre calls to let me know he has indeed 

impaled his foot on one of said thorns, which went straight through the bottom of his Nikes. 

Throbbing sets in and yet another trunkful of plants swiftly exits the area.   
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I. Interspecies 

 From the writings of Robin Wall Kimmerer and other indigenous authors, it is not hard to 

visualize the shifts that have occurred in interspecies relationships over the past several 

hundred years. Colonization and patriarchal hierarchy have caused global shifts in how human 

beings interact with the environment. Kimmerer tells native stories about how the earth came to 

be in relationship to all living things, particularly in symbiotic relationships. She speaks to how 

she has brought this wisdom into her present reality as both an indigenous person and a 

biologist. Her writings suggest an equal exchange of energy and goods with the land, in which 

its inhabitants leave offerings in exchange for gifts received. This push and pull between people 

and landscapes suggests a decolonized interspecies existence, but colonial relationships 

remain dominant. Urban sprawl consumes increasing amounts of land, the government 

authorizes the destruction of protected and tribal lands, resources outside of cities are drained, 

coyotes are driven into urban spaces across the country, houseplants in pots on saucers on a 

paved apartment patio are three times removed from the dirt, and animals are corralled into 

caged isolation. These acts are not mutualistic nor are they sustainable.  

In Staying with the Trouble (2016), Haraway describes fictional interspecies relationships 

between humans and other living creatures as speculation on future human-environmental 

interaction. Her writings moved me to do what I could for the planet in the present despite my 

growing suspicion that humans won’t be able to turn this ship away from destruction before we 

reach the end of the waterfall. Floratarian Relief was my way of attempting a form of 

collaborative interspecies interaction. Using the hardiness and beauty of the rare plant species 

at the arboretum in combination with my physical labor, communication strategies, and local 

networks, the project took flight. Sacrificing time, effort, and literally leaving a little skin in the 

game is essential to breaking down settler-colonial patterns of human relationships with our 

planet and its resources.  
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The Keeling (2021) looks into a speculative future in which climate change mitigation 

has failed and new interspecies relationships have been forced into existence. In this space, 

plants and landscapes have mutated to be harsher, drier, sharper, and alien. Mutual hostility 

reigns in a space that rejects life in all of its forms and a population reliant on manufactured 

crutches is hopelessly maimed.  

 

J. Junctures  

 Aestivations (2021) swell like nodular portals from the white gallery walls signaling time 

that awaits and metamorphoses to come. The vacuum-formed protrusions mimic a myriad of 

biological formations in varying degrees. These portals are blended into the membrane of the 

institution through near-seamless drywall junctions. They simultaneously push through the wall 

and pull the body towards it. As an artist, I feel the fluidity of this space for open movement in 

my practice as a scientist and creative researcher, a student and teacher, and a contemporary 

artist and speculator.  

 Figurative and physical sutures are hallmarks of my work. I’ve never been good at self-

identifying or fitting into a single category or group. As discussed in the first section of this 

writing, I am additive by nature, which, in my case, requires bridges between the disparate 

elements of my practice. For example, I enjoy using a laser cutter or a vacuum former to 

transform materials that typically would not be used with them to create abstracted or 

unpredictable results. Aestivations (2021) features forms shrunk around warping stacks of 

bubble wrap and fragile arboretum fossils. A vacuum former is intended to make near-perfect 

copies of a form, but I used the tool to transform the original forms, which were largely 

destroyed in the process. These plastic pieces were then melded into the wall to create a larger 

colony of polyps.  

 Junctures can be hardier and more metallic as well, like the steel plates, anchors, and 

screws in my lower extremities. These forced joints bridge the scaffolding of the body, bone, 
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with new machined supports. The aloe corpses in The Keeling (2021) have been redefined as 

more able-bodied in their altered states. I have tailored their mobility devices to their specific 

needs and measurements. Numerous bands, screws, and rods attach these welded limbs to the 

artifacts and biomimic the surgical processes that have been used in my own surgeries and 

recovery periods. Through the speculative lens of Dunne and Raby (2013), I’m imagining a 

landscape of semi-rehabilitated biological fossils. 

K. Kincentric Awareness 

Spring 2011, age 17, Xavier College Preparatory, Phoenix, AZ  

 Phoebe Gresser and I walk in our polyester-wool-blend blue tartan skirts on the way to 

sculpture class at Brophy College Preparatory, the all-boys school next to our all-girls school. 

Kindred spirits in our appreciation of nature, we spring into action when we find an injured 

peach-faced lovebird on the path. We whip out our cell phones and stand there in the heat 

calling our mothers who have both rescued critters many times before. Naturally, our working 

mothers don’t pick up so we walk into class with our new friend in a little lunch bag. We asked 

the class if anyone had a larger grocery bag or box to hold the injured bird until we could get it 

to a local rescue. If the teenage boys in the class didn’t already see us as alien life forms, this 

did them in for sure. But, we felt victorious. Phoebe’s mom collected the bird and took it to a 

rehabilitation center. That’s all that matters.  

~ 

As discussed in Braiding Sweetgrass (2013) and All We Can Save (2020), kincentric 

awareness requires fine-tuning the existence of humans to the lives of all other living organisms. 

For Kimmerer this can manifest in local projects such as remediating the pond by her home in 

upstate New York. She also educates the masses on what it means to be more kincentrically 

aware as a society. In my experience, one of the biggest societal shifts that needs to be made is 

a move from seeing the environment as a bottomless source of life to be colonized, to an 

equitable relationship with the world and its resources. The masses often do much too little to 
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lighten the load they place on the environment, and it becomes an onus for hyper-empaths such 

as myself. I feel guilt for my own unsustainable actions as well as those of my fellow human 

beings. Not to sound too much like the Lorax, but I am trying to speak for the trees and all of 

their friends.  

The books mentioned above, along with contemporary indigenous writings and futurism 

propel me into action on behalf of the planet. Indigenous Futurists, such as my friend, Santiago 

X, draw on the indigenous wisdom of their heritage and translate it into contemporary culture 

and media. These efforts prompt others to find kincentric awareness in the native wisdom 

surrounding environmental stewardship. Personally, my efforts to be a better ally to the planet 

have included things like my arboretum project, rescuing turtles from one-lane highway suicide, 

pulling mice and gopher snakes off heinous glue traps, and feeding my local avian population. 

Although these actions are largely driven by personal guilt associated with the state of the 

planet’s environments, they act as the counterpoint to the pessimism I often feel and express 

through my artwork.  

 

L. Language 

 “We’ve become ever more convinced that the environmental crisis is made possible by a 

profound failure of the imagination. What we humans disregard, what we fail to know and grasp, 

is easy to destroy: a mountaintop, a coral reef, a forest, a human community,” (Fischer-Wirth & 

Street, p. xxvii).  

~ 

 

 Although this text is highly personal, conversational, and anecdotal, it is the 

accumulation of those thoughts and experiences that informed each work in the exhibition. An 

encyclopedia of a sublimated version of myself and my art practice guides you into the spaces 

and chronologies I inhabit, both tangible and intangible. I believe microcosmic stories, like the 
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ones included in this work, are key to making huge concepts of global climate change, systemic 

injustice, and shared crises more accessible. It is my hope that the conversational and 

storytelling nature of this work allows you to enter the work on a personal level. There are times 

for highbrow writings, but I decided this work was better suited for personal insight. This is why 

you may notice I use my own colloquial language throughout this text. I have been known to mix 

up my expressions or fabricate my own terms, but I think they belong in this autobiographical 

text as hints into my voice as the author. 

 On the other hand, it is hard to keep my analyses and critical research conclusions out 

of this text, and I don’t think I should. While I include a lot of myself in this text to humanize it, I 

recognize that it is also a graduate research thesis that touches on complex world issues. The 

work has been based on personal experiences, but I have reinforced my research with texts, 

lectures, and collaborative interactions. Most people wouldn’t believe a scientist without data 

and as a cultural creator and educator, I feel it necessary to include my literary research 

alongside my anecdotal moments. Overall, the aim was to be near-balanced between analytical 

and personal writings with a slight tilt towards the insight into my experiences.  

 

M. Mediation 

 To stand between two, often opposing, beings and navigate the relationship between 

them is to be a mediator. Although the daughter of two lawyers in me thinks of the legal 

implications of this term, the artist in me uses it differently. As a sculptor and pseudoscientist, I 

consider mediation in terms of the permeable barriers between two organisms. Rollator (2021) 

and Dead in your trespasses (2021) rely on steel mobility aids to moderate their tether to 

gravity. Besides providing structural support, these devices lessen the stress of cellular 

decomposition within the aloes by decreasing the stress on their bases, like using hiking poles 

or wading in water. The weight of existence is lessened in a way that individuals who have had 

their experience of life mediated by a wheelchair, crutches, walker, scooter, etc. understand. 
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These devices are often bulky (I have run my knee scooter into my fair share of door frames), 

but they provide relief and dependability. On a theoretical level, these crutches mediate the gap 

between the abled body and the disabled body. Despite the aloes being dead, the steel in the 

exhibition allows them to rise, just a little, above the grave.  

 Over the past sixteen months, a global pandemic has intervened in all of our public and 

private interactions. This event forced mediation between people, businesses, the government, 

and communities. The Covid-19 pandemic exposed personal, societal, and global issues by 

stirring the pot so that everything at the bottom of the pot was laid bare. Wearing masks became 

a key physical and social membrane between us and the world. The mask that suddenly stood 

between me and the world was simultaneously frustrating and comforting. It provided anonymity 

and safety, but it barred much of the nonverbal communication I use in public spaces. I 

frequently told the people around me, “you can’t tell, but I am smiling!” The long-anticipated 

negotiator that began to return us to “normalcy” was the slow and steady rollout of Covid-19 

vaccinations. In my mind, this became a new mediator that felt like an invisible shield against 

most coronavirus evils. The cloud that loomed over the people around me started to lift a little as 

the internet flooded with viral videos of people smiling, laughing, crying, and dancing after 

receiving the vaccine. The instant swell of relief that I felt every time someone I love got a 

vaccine was priceless.  

 The difficulty of navigating an art practice and an MFA thesis during a pandemic has 

been no joke. My cohort and I had endless obstacles posed by the virus, from accessibility to 

shortages to isolation to existential crises and back again. Every little “reopening” felt like a win 

but a new wall tended to pop-up instantly. We wanted to do this whole thesis thing together, but 

we were forced to become disparate parts that needed to stretch to reach one another. As we 

reach the mediation point in this encyclopedia, I want to extend my sincere thanks to my cohort 

for sticking it out with me.  
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N. Not 

 I’ve been talking a lot about what The Keeling (2021) is, and I feel it necessary to spend 

a moment talking about what it is not. Neither this collection of works nor this encyclopedia are a 

manifesto of environmental activism. I am not attempting to rally the troops or condemn the 

behavior of the individuals who experience my work or writing. I am not trying to make everyone 

as pessimistic as I am about the prospects of human survival and environmental catastrophe. I 

am not trying to tell anyone that my vision of the future is bound to come to pass. I am not trying 

to hold hands with those who are anxious about climate change. I am most certainly not telling 

you what to think.  

 Despite the statements I just made, this is not a neutral conversation. I am not here to 

pretend that I am unbiased or unconcerned. I am not staying silent, nor am I relying purely on 

nonfiction and scientific research. I am not making concrete projections, but I am not saying 

nightmares are not coming. I am not saying that speculating on what might happen is the only 

way to address anxieties and inaction, but I am not saying they aren’t effective motivators. This 

is not a neutral dream of a future to come. This is not here to assuage your guilt. This is not 

enough, but it is a start.  

 

O. Overwhelmed 

 Although I don’t consider myself a performance artist, my sculptural practice often feels 

endurance-based. I see my body as my primary mode of making and place a lot of emphasis on 

the importance of doing the work myself, particularly when it is monotonous and repetitive. I 

insist on the one-ness of myself as the maker and revel in the obsessive, labor-intensive nature 

of my work.  

~ 
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1995, age 1, Phoenix, AZ 

 As an infant, I started to manifest some of my key characteristics. As my parents 

describe it, one of my first words was “self” and I frequently insisted on tackling challenges on 

my own. I would cry or get very frustrated if I had my mind set to a task and an adult offered me 

help that I didn’t want. For instance, one morning my mother watched me spin in approximately 

30 circles attempting to get my arm into the second half of my jacket. I was insistent that I could 

do it on my own. To this day, my family sees me get territorial over taste and yells, “self!” 

~ 

 Crochet Amoeba (2013), the piece that I mentioned above as being the birth of my 

contemporary art practice, was also the first of many works I would make that were full-body 

exhaustive experiences. I work well under deadlines. I will find a way to get it done by myself, 

even if it means pulling crazy hours to finish a work. A number of my mentors over the years 

have suggested that I hire assistants or ask for help completing the hundreds of hours of labor 

some of my work requires, but I refuse. It may be the sense of authorship I want to retain as the 

creator of the work and it might be the result of being a woman artist who wants to prove that 

she can do it on her own.  

 Annette Messager and Louise Bourgeois are two of my long-standing favorite and most 

influential artists. The way their sculptures and installations envelop the viewer or visually 

overpower them strikes a feminist chord in me as an artist. As a female sculptor of short stature, 

I don’t need to go into detail about the treatment I often receive at my materials suppliers, which 

are typically male-dominated spaces. I will just note that I was carded at Lowe’s for spray paint 

a couple of weeks ago although I’m twenty-seven years old. These amongst other external 

forces and personal experiences have led me to continuously want to make collections of work 

that surround the body in gallery spaces and make the viewer feel surrounded.  

 The endless downward cycles of human-environmental interaction bring me back to the 

ouroboros as a prime visual metaphor. Human abuse of environmental resources ebbs and 
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flows through different cycles of manifestation, but we continue to eat our own tails as a human 

race snaking across time and place. We know we are decades late to the party of sustainability 

and ending our worst ecological practices, but as a society, we continue to gorge ourselves on 

the planet’s limited resources. I’m continuously overwhelmed by the dismal prospects for 

thousands of endangered species and ecological systems. I can’t stop the human race from 

consuming itself and everything around it, so I chose to process these feelings of hopelessness 

through my work.  

 

P. Prosthetics 

There are a variety of uses for internal prosthetics but for the purposes of this paper, I 

would like to discuss those which are most closely linked to my own body. Currently, my feet 

and ankles host twelve steel screws, one steel anchor, one internal brace, four plastic anchors, 

and a piece of horse heart muscle. These devices serve to ensure support, strength, stability, 

and fusion in my daily life. These are permanent implants that have been embedded by impact 

drivers and physical exertion. After the initial insult of implantation, my bones and muscles grew 

through and around these devices, grudgingly welcoming them into my body. Neither my 

extremities nor the artificial parts had a say in the matter, but their forced union has drastically 

altered my life, for the better. The procedures have been intensive, but they have brought me a 

renewed mobility and security in my energetic and balanced movements. Everyone has a 

different relationship with their implants, but for mine, I am incredibly grateful.  

External devices that have helped me have included crutches, casts, braces, splints, 

wheelchairs, gurneys, scooters, shower chairs, and those who have physically supported or 

carried me. These supports and my reliance on them serve as a reminder of how ableist the 

world is and how little we share the stories of those who are disabled. My time spent relying on 

inanimate objects or being trapped in their confines has perpetually given me a more personal 

gratitude for the things my body is capable of doing. Time spent getting lost outdoors is one of 
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the experiences I miss most when I am laid up in recovery. How might we bring those who are 

disabled more into the outdoors? Bringing the outdoors to people simply isn’t the same. Moving 

forward from graduate school, I am interested in becoming involved in making outdoor spaces 

more accessible to everyone.  

Pharmaceuticals are a different prosthetic my body relies on to balance my deficiencies 

and surpluses. Artificial hormones and chemical concoctions help maintain the fragile internal 

balance of my body, not to mention the various drug therapies I have had for illnesses and 

infections. I rely on medication for my thyroid, respiratory system, brain chemistry, and 

reproductive organs, just to name a few. Modern medicine is scary in its potency and awe-

inspiring in its abilities. I have been under anesthesia countless times and it never ceases to 

amaze me. Intravenous fluids work in the blink of an eye and I daydream about a future in which 

transfusions could be given to the environment to help heal it.  

Hours spent handling the aloe corpses and forming the metal prosthetics in my 

sculptures for The Keeling (2021) have helped me process the procedures performed on my 

own body. The clinical, matter-of-fact manner in which doctors describe cutting up bones, 

shaving scar tissue, and drilling metal into my body is intense. In the past, I have allowed myself 

to feel emotionally and psychologically removed from the realities of these processes. 

Something about the blunt reality of needing to go back for more hardware than ever over the 

past couple of years changed that. My interest in reading the post-surgery notes and imagining 

the ways my body was manipulated by other people wielding powerful machinery blows my 

mind. As a result, I have magnified and reflected these processes onto the works in my thesis 

exhibition. Drilling into limb-like dead biological matter, impaling aloe corpses, and binding 

organic material to articulated metal prosthetic devices has helped me process my own 

hypermentalizations.  
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Q. Quandaries 

 I am not here to answer the perplexing quandaries of my existence, but rather to make 

them known as ongoing dilemmas. I don’t think any single person has the answers to these 

queries, but I believe they are worth widespread consideration.  

1. Environmental degradation is seemingly inevitable, so what can I do and what should I 

do about it? How much should I inconvenience myself and the people around me in the 

process of trying to make a difference? What actions are genuinely helpful?  

2. Bipartisanship is hindering any forward movement on major institutional change in the 

United States government. How do lay people make changes when the system is 

defunct and inaccessible? How does a country of radically divided individuals work 

toward common goals to reduce environmental impact? What do you do when half of 

governing officials refuse to acknowledge the existence of climate change?  

3. How long will the ripples from the Covid-19 pandemic echo through our lives and 

relationships? Will we be prepared when the next major pandemic inevitably occurs? 

How do we better prepare for the next catastrophic global health event?  

4. My body continues to degrade prematurely despite my best efforts to keep it healthy, 

how will I continue to afford good healthcare? How will I pay out-of-pocket expenses that 

insurance doesn’t cover, when I am living on a teaching salary? What section of my 

body is going to self-destruct next? How much am I going to hurt all over when I am old? 

When will the amount of metal in my body finally be enough to disturb TSA metal 

detectors?  

 

R. Remediation  

 “Restoration requires disturbance— but disturbance to enhance diversity and the healthy 

functioning of an ecosystem.” (Tsing, p. 152). 

~ 
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 Conservation and remediation are two very different things when it comes to thinking 

about what we can do for the planet. When I think of conservation, I think of hotel room signs 

and billboards about reducing our use of water and electricity. Conservation is about keeping 

that which currently exists as long as possible. Remediation on the other hand is all about trying 

to remedy that which is systemically sick or broken. In my mind, that means trying to put things 

back, because we have taken too much. Common local efforts include adding green space and 

gardens to cities, cleaning up polluted areas, and reintroducing native species. How do we take 

remediation further on an individual or community level? Governmental change has been taken 

up by large groups of people. I am more interested in what grassroots remedies can be 

achieved. I’m not an earth sciences expert, but I do my best to rescue critters in need, feed the 

local birds and bees in urban areas, and leave outdoor spaces better than I found them. The 

most radical recompense I have offered to the land was the Arboretum project, Floratarian 

Relief. I felt morally obligated to give my body and time on behalf of the institution to work for 

these plants. I had no say in the plans that were laid for the demolition of the area, but as a 

person complicit in the educational institution responsible for the impending destruction, I had to 

help. Assuming physical damage and exhaustion on behalf of sentient beings in that space felt 

like a more radical form of conservation, a bit more like remediation.  

 The sculptures in The Keeling (2021) that have steel appendages are performing in a 

certain remediated state. When biomimicry is reflected back into a decrepit environment that is 

incapable of supporting itself, a new transaction has occurred that signifies a temporary fix 

rather than a solution. Although the time and space of the aloe works in the exhibition is only 

loosely defined by the dead objects and their metallic scaffolding, it is clearly not the present. To 

perform beyond the point of remediation, these pieces show a skewed version of fictional 

futuristic mitigation.  
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S. Sympoieitic  

Despite my disagreement with Haraway’s generally positive outlook on the avoidance of 

mass extinction, her investigations in sympoiesis are more plausible to me. Haraway (2016) 

proposes sympoiesis as an alternative to autopoiesis, meaning a symbiotic relationship 

amongst living beings instead of a self-reproducing model of survival. To be sympoieitic is to 

share energy, resources, and rebirth across species, and to be more empathetic across short-

term and long-term multispecies interactions. Additionally, this idea suggests reaching out to 

form new relationships in the process, rather than waiting for new bridges to magically emerge.  

 Sanctuary as a form of sympoieisis is a scalable proposition. If we are to remain at home 

on this planet for the foreseeable future, it will need to become a real sanctuary to all living 

organisms. As climate change continues to ratchet up the frequency and severity of natural 

disasters, we will need to shelter and preserve human life as well as plants and animals. Non-

human species have been self-sufficient for eons but the introduction of the parasitic human 

race is changing the rules of the game before other organisms can evolve to survive. Theories 

of evolution operate on slower timetables than the rate at which people are changing the 

landscape, making it difficult if not impossible for other species to persist. Sympoieisis implies a 

new relationship between organisms that allows for shared sanctuaries and survival beyond the 

Anthropocene (Haraway, 2016).  

 Recognizing the scientifically-proven sentience of other species is also integral to the 

establishment of a new global symbiosis. Societally, recognizing the sentience and inherent 

dignity of other people has been a long and controversial process. Although equity in human 

relations is still sorely lacking, we must treat each other as equals if we are ever going to start to 

value the sentience of other living creatures. Science has proven the emotional consciousness 

of animals and plants, but despite a few protests outside SeaWorld and scattered news 

coverage, little change has been made as a result of these discoveries. For people who still 

don’t see other humans or animals as emotionally aware beings deserving of resources and 
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care, this road will be a long one to navigate. Life, whether plant, animal, or human cannot be 

seen as dispensable if we are to reach a shared appreciation of consciousness in symbiosis. 

The recognition of the smallest fallen plants and bugs as beings deserving care is how I expand 

my value system to include non-human life as worthy of advocacy.  

 Establishing an ecosystem of balanced life forces extends all the way to microbiota and 

chemical balances. Humans produce obscene quantities of harsh chemicals, pesticides, 

rodenticides, anthrax, and carcinogenic products, all of which expand the gulf of inequity in the 

living world. These chemical compounds are another form of colonization of the natural world in 

which humans exert dominance over those beings that are “pests.” Genocidal killing of that 

which threatens what you perceive to be your ideal existence hasn’t ended well in human 

history and will not get our race through the next few centuries. While human interventions have 

caused a number of infestations and infections to occur in “clean” spaces, there are natural 

ways to deter pests. Solutions that use nature to steer nature are more synergistic than artificial 

poisons. Paul Stamets created a series of fungi-based pesticides that use biomimicry to target 

specific species instead of killing a range of beings in mass. Stamets identified strains of 

cordyceps fungus that kill specific species, such as carpenter ants, which humanely control 

infestations. Humans are allowed to want a certain degree of homeostasis and seclusion from 

outdoor visitors, but most current methods for providing sterile environments are literally, 

overkill.  

 

T. Tentacular 

August 2019, age 27, University of California, Irvine Medical Campus, Santa Ana, CA 

 After a couple of decades of fearing needles above all other medical procedures, I 

became numb to the experience after a couple of years of monthly blood draws. I always 

wanted to donate blood, but the thought of sitting with an intravenous needle in my arm for an 

extended period of time was petrifying. After the Covid-19 pandemic set in and hospitals were in 
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desperate need of blood donations, I decided it was time to brave up and do it. Little did I know 

that I was borderline anemic and would be incredibly depleted by the experience. Nor did I know 

that I wouldn’t be able to donate blood again unless I started to eat meat again, because iron 

supplements weren’t cutting it. After a thirty-minute interview about my history of international 

travel to “high-risk” countries and my 2012 bout of tuberculosis, the blood donation seemed 

easy. Until a small mistake made by my nurses in the clinic attempted to sink my ship. The 

person who had used the reclining medical chair before me had been donating platelets, 

therefore, they had a heat pack turned up high in the chair. Turns out that you need to keep 

blood donation patients cool because excessive heat can cause them to pass out swiftly after 

their donation. A couple of gatorades and bags of chips later, they let me go home with my  

“Pint for a pint” Baskin Robbins voucher. The experience was fairly uneventful and it made me 

wonder how we can encourage more people to “donate life” and give blood to help others.  

~ 

Haraway’s discussion of sympoieisis is expanded in her discussion of tentacular 

connections between beings and theoretical concepts. She describes the nature of threads and 

networks, visible and invisible, between the concepts she associates with a speculative, 

harmonious future. With my practice being heavily rooted in my physical experiences of living, I 

think of her tentacular networks as tubes or veins of existence through which life is shared. The 

fungal hyphae network of the forest connects beings through miniscule tubes to share nutrients 

and whisper messages between trees. When humans share their lifeforce with one another 

through donations and transplants, I imagine invisible threads or veins that connect them in 

space. When you take in or give part of your being to another, are you tentacularly connected 

from then on? The understanding of human connection and studies about souls and spirituality 

lead me to lean towards yes. The kinship between a pet and its owner makes me picture similar 

tentacular bonds, particularly in the sanctuary of a home space. What about the horse whose 

heart muscle rests in my ankle, am I connected to that being even though it is long dead? 
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People who share organs with a deceased donor frequently come to know that person’s family, 

are they connected by invisible veins of life as well? Although these threads are purely 

conceptual, I think imagining a tentacular network of threads amongst humans, plants, animals, 

and microorganisms will propel us toward a communal understanding of sympoieitic 

relationships.  

 

U. Un 

 As a prefix “un” implies the negation of that which follows. After the experiences of the 

Covid-19 pandemic throughout 2020 and 2021, I have felt the need to reconsider a number of 

my preconceived notions of my life and art practice. Undoing became a central theme for the 

daily lives of almost everyone on the planet when the pandemic struck. Part of this mass 

undoing involved unlearning what we had thought to be rules or commonly held truths as a 

people. To generate a new understanding of coexistence, we were forced to be undone 

physically, emotionally, socially, and psychologically.  

 I began to question my value as a member of society when the pandemic hit and I was 

confined to my nest of an apartment with what felt like was little to offer to the outside world. I 

undid my daily routines to allow for the existential crisis of the pandemic world to batter my 

brain. The unraveling of my graduate program experience, work schedule, social interactions, 

and personal relationships in the midst of quarantine and social distancing were overwhelming. 

Months later, in September 2020, my cohort and I began the third and final year of our program 

with minimal information about when we would return to campus, what our thesis year would 

look like, and when and how our MFA exhibitions would come to pass. We were faced with a 

question even more daunting than developing a thesis, what does it mean to be an artist when 

the world is vividly crumbling and everything has changed?  

 My flight into fiction and speculation to escape the realities of the pandemic led me to a 

new understanding of my role as an artist. The thesis I have created in The Keeling (2021) and 
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The Encyclopedia of Sublimation (2021) serves as a marker of this new identity and a 

culmination of my experiences up to this point. The fleeting nature of existence brought me to a 

new way of processing my thoughts and experiences of the world in my practice. I do not 

believe stagnation is possible in my life as a person and an artist. My role is to consume and 

connect culture, real or speculative, with form, in varying articulations. In a world of ceaseless 

input, I am here to offer a different lens through which others can process their own human 

experience in the face of endless “moving targets.”  

 

V. Vicissitudes 

Over the course of my time at UCI, I realized how many different spectrums my practice 

operates along. Literary vicissitudes shape my movements across different mediums and topics, 

which I think stems from my disinterest in giving my art practice a permanent address with a 

mortgage. Developing a map of varying, intersecting spectrums for navigating my art moving 

forward is one of the primary reasons I decided to go to grad school. I arrived at UCI wanting to 

explore and make a set of guiding questions to ask myself as I move forward with my creative 

practice. The scales of investigation that feel sustainable in my practice are those that are 

outlined in the chapters of this writing.  

Beginning with my ambidexterity and childhood interests in art and science, this has 

become a staple of my practice and I have thoroughly enjoyed blurring the membrane between 

the two. For me, art breaks down the metaphysical boundaries of science that bind it to factual 

research. Both art and science require obsessive amounts of questioning and observation, but I 

can become a paramycologist or a parabiologist under the guise of a boundless art practice. I 

can create my own experiments in the space of art that don’t need to have a specific hypothesis 

or data set. Art allows me to become an “expert” in topics of which I have limited knowledge. 

That freedom to never stop questioning or learning is key to my ongoing experience of being an 

artist.  
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Another source of contrasting virtues in my practice is the space between nonfiction and 

fiction as a source of storytelling. When science fiction blurs the boundary between that which is 

possible and that which is probable, endless opportunities for conceptual development arise. 

Nonfictional information from historical or contemporary scientific research can quickly be 

blended up with fictional aesthetics and constructed tales to become a new being. One of my 

favorite ways to form narratives in my work is to warp research-driven topics just enough to 

become uncanny or slightly off-kilter. In the case of this exhibition, the fictional boundaries are 

loose and undefined, allowing viewers to decide how much of the work is likely based in a 

nonfiction realm.  

One more spectrum I want to highlight is one that I have not discussed in this 

encyclopedia and that is the fluidity between learning and being taught within pedagogy. A life 

spent in near-consecutive academic spates has given me a permanent mentality of being a 

student. Even when I am on a vacation or have been placed in the role of “teacher,” I am 

constantly learning. Nonstop schooling can deplete one’s interest in technical and conceptual 

inquiry, but it has had the opposite effect on me. I love being a student and ongoing lessons in 

technique and theory are crucial to my amoebic practice. Even now, as I transition from part-

time student and part-time instructor to full-time faculty, I cannot help but continue to learn as 

well. Working with students and artists is a mutually beneficial pedagogical relationship. I 

anticipate a number of shifts in my practice in the forthcoming years of my life as a teacher and 

artist, but I believe in the principle guidelines of my practice to keep me pushing forward.  

 

W. Works 

Aestivations (2021) 

 This large-scale wall installation consists of several bulges or portals emerging from the 

gallery wall. There are hints of scales, thorns, and puckered potential in these vacuum-formed 

pieces that appear to have grown out of the wall. The pieces have loose boundaries that have 
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been blended directly into the wall and wear the same gallery paint on their surfaces. 

Aestivation is a term used to describe a plant or animal that is hibernating before emerging. In 

botany, aestivations are closed flower buds that are about to manifest themselves. In the space 

of The Keeling (2021), this installation is an introduction to the science-fiction of the other oddly 

corporeal vignettes in the space.  

 

Figure 1. Aestivations (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson.  

 

Figure 2. Aestivations (2021). Detail view. Image by Ivy Guild. 
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Dead in Your Trespasses (2021) 

 This sculpture is the largest and most precarious of the aloe corpse-based works in this 

exhibition. The “mothership” of this work is the ten-foot aloe trunk that rests on a steel platform 

with red casters. The aloe is slightly arched and has a full dressing of dried spiky leaves from 

top to bottom. Stains on the steel platform indicate leakage that occurred when this work was 

settling onto its fabricated mobility device. A welded tentacle emerges from the top of the 

towering being to descend diagonally to a smaller aloe limb that has bonded to the wall. The 

metal tentacle creates a solid line between the two aloes through which stability and balance 

can be exchanged. The connecting wall piece is anchored by a welded base that wraps around 

the bottom of the protruding aloe limb. The top of this limb has two flattened planes where there 

were once dual aloe plants. One of these plateaus is where the metal tentacle found purchase 

on the partner piece and is attached with screws, solidifying the delicate balance of the weight in 

the piece.  

 Note: Days after deinstalling this work, I found myself in the same Emergency Room that 

I went to after my bee sting to the face. This time, a spider, presumably from this sculpture, 

poisoned me and made my throat close up. I always joke that my work is trying to kill me but I 

am starting to wonder… 
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Figure 3. Dead in Your Trespasses (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

Dizygotic (2021) 

 This sculpture is formed by two asymmetrical halves that are joined by steel lines. On 

the ground, each side piece features an aloe with a tailored rolling mobility device. One of the 

aloes is three-headed so I fondly refer to it as “Cerberus” whose trunks join at the bottom to 

create a nook for the bird’s nest that rests in the middle of it. Perhaps, this nest indicates a 

potential for new life instead of solely representing the lack thereof. The other aloe is a 

standalone that looks as though it was frozen in time in a howling wind. The dried leaves of its 

skirt curl around it in different directions that indicate movement and a push-pull relationship 

with Cerberus. The steel rods that connect the many heads of Cerberus to its counterpart 

suggest an exchange between the two beings that have a visual ebb and flow.  
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Figure 4. Dizygotic (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson 

Fraternal (2021) 

 This twin set of aloes are more identical to one another than Dizygotic, but they still 

aren’t identical. Arguably the stillest aloe sculptures in the exhibition, these towering, skinny 

palms are surprisingly strong. The lean bodies are positioned around a corner from one another 

and suspended upright by taut exercise bands that run through steel fixtures on the 

perpendicular walls that form the corner. One viewer noted how durable the suspended 

remnants are under the tension of their own weight, unlike the fleshy human body. The root 

systems at the base of the towering pieces rest against the wall, allowing the rest of their forms 

to be cantilevered away from the walls and each other. The exposure of the short root system 

shows the strength of the small connection points that once kept these large beings anchored to 

the soil.  

 I would be remiss if I did not add that one of these palms was the Roadrunner to my Wile 

E Coyote as I made the work. As I erected one of the palms in my studio, the top fourth of it 

silently rolled off and landed on my head like an anvil. I identified with the dazed bewilderment 
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of my cartoon counterpart as I shook off the stars in my vision and tried to figure out what had 

just fallen out of the sky in my studio.  

 

Figure 5. Fraternal (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

Intravenous (2021)  

 When an IV pole meets the medical restraint mechanisms used to keep patients still for 

treatment or procedures, you get the metal armature that holds one of the two aloe trunks in this 

piece. Rolled a short distance from the wall, this clinically geometric stand grasps the aloe 

around its middle and is securely attached to it with screws, as if it were a semi-permanent back 

brace. The pole at the top of the rolling base sinks into the head portion of the aloe trunk, 

ensuring its stability. Behind the standing piece, a ventricular and root-framed aloe limb is 

attached to the wall. This heart-shaped aloe body is mediated in its connection with the wall by 
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a porous steel membrane. To emphasize the “blood flow” between the two aloes in this piece, I 

connected them through a series of thin steel rods that act like veins transporting resources 

back and forth between the bodies.  

  

Figure 6. Intravenous (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson.  

Figure 7. Intravenous (2021). Detail view. Image by Paul Salveson.  

Molting (2021) 

 Although molting is frequently thought of as a phenomenon of the exterior, our innards 

renew themselves every several years as well. The biological beings that make up the large 

photo vinyl prints of this installation originated from a similar process, an internal shedding of the 

self. These images look like large skins placed under a microscope. Instead of originating from 

the exterior of a living being, these microbiota hosts came from the inside of my homegrown 

passion fruit. The inner rind of passion fruit dries and peels away from the white flesh in the 

middle of passion fruit over time. When I enlarged these molted layers, they became their own 

organisms with distinct visual personalities. The pieces are scattered high and low across the 
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wall to indicate an ability to slowly migrate and spread in the space of the gallery. These 

uncanny beings float in space on the white walls and look almost multidimensional from the right 

angle.  

 

Figure 8. Molting (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

  

Figure 9. Molting (2021). Detail view. Image by Paul Salveson. 
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Pyres (2021) 

These small fragments of black holes and planes are scattered around the bases of the aloe 

installations in the gallery. The pyres are the antithesis of Aestivations as objects formed from 

the same moldings as the white vacuum-formed works on the wall. These ashy remains 

undulate around the bases of some of the works while others frame or hide behind the aloes. 

The pyres are a crisp matte black that counters the metallic nature of the steel armatures and 

fixings in the space. This flat black surface is a result of the fine, dust-like tire crumb that coats 

the surfaces of the miniature hilly plains and donut-shaped mounds. Many of the works in The 

Keeling focus on a resurrection from the ground and a defiance of the pull of gravity, but Pyres 

anchors the overall exhibition back into the earth. The range of black objects sit still and heavy 

on the concrete floor, providing stillness in an exhibition full of captured movement.  

 

Figure 10. Pyres (2021). Detail view. Image by Ivy Guild. 

Rollator (2021) 

 Positioned at the back of the gallery as the only singular and free-standing work in The 

Keeling, Rollator rests on his metal arms, free of any other aloes. Built to reflect the angled 

nature of moving with a walker, the tentacular limbs on this piece give the illusion of a body 
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about to move slow as a snail across the expanse of the gallery to the exit.  Of all the aloe 

bodies in the exhibition, Rollator has the most human-like personality in the articulation of his 

trunk and metal prosthetics. The crispy silver paint and large red casters on his limbs make him 

seem the most evolutionarily progressed and anthropomorphic aloe sculpture in the space.  

 

Figure 11. Rollator (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

Sloughing (2021) 

 Anchoring the back wall of this exhibition, this installation hosts dozens of thorn-

skewered latex aloe leaf castings. Hung at varying heights and distances from one another, the 

limp sloughings create a blanket of shapes, tones, and textures across the wall. Some of the 

latex leaves are long, thin, and light-toned, while others are shorter, curlier, and thicker in darker 

browns and coppery tones. The texture of the latex is peppered with the remnants of dirt, 

leaves, and insects that once lived on the leaves before they were cast. The hanging pieces 

look like taxidermied or tanned skins, representative of the living beings they were once 
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associated with. The colony of thorns and leaves begins to look like a collection of personalities 

or individuals. The semi-opaque nature of the elastic skins opens a relationship with Molting, as 

sheddings from the exterior of biological bodies. The dangling leaves occasionally dislodge 

themselves from the wall and often rustle with the air-conditioning in the space. The pieces 

hang still most of the time, but there is a capacity for movement in the installation reflected in 

the stiff dried aloe sculptures scattered throughout the gallery.  

 

Figure 12. Sloughing (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 
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Figure 13. Sloughing (2021). Detail view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

 

X. Exhibition 

 The Keeling (2021) filled the Contemporary Arts Center Gallery at the University of 

California, Irvine from July 24, 2021 through August 13, 2021. The individual works in the 

exhibition speak to the themes discussed in this encyclopedia, but the greater whole of the 

exhibition captured the transformations I experienced over the course of my Master of Fine Arts 

tenure at Claire Trevor School of the Arts. Beyond the overarching scientific, speculative 

futuristic, multimedia shifts in the work, it brought together the ideas I discussed throughout this 

written thesis in physical form. I cannot say that one came before the other, because The 

Keeling and The Encyclopedia of Sublimation emerged simultaneously. While you can read the 

exhibition and thesis paper separately, I think they are well-suited to dual consciousness in both 

the textual and physical spaces of interpretation. The exhibition itself undulates between 

chronologies and fictions, leaving viewers to read their own time and space into the works.  

As visitors enter the gallery, they are met with the brightest and most weightless portions 

of the exhibition. Aestivations (2021) cascades down the wall to the left while Molting (2021) 

stretches across the adjacent walls to the right. Just beyond these large wall installations, 
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Fraternal (2021) playfully peeks around a corner, inviting you into the larger space of the 

exhibition where the rest of the sculptures await. Dizygotic (2021) sits at the entrance of the 

lengthy back portion of the gallery, directing visitors to pass to its right or left to access the other 

works in the space. Intravenous (2021) rests on the left side of the gallery when you look down 

its durational space toward the back wall. Facing it on the opposite wall, Dead in Your 

Trespasses (2021) is anchored along the right side of the gallery. The final aloe sculpture, 

Rollator (2021), stands several feet in front of the back wall of the gallery, slightly left of center, 

but leaning forwards toward the front of the gallery. On the back wall, Sloughing (2021) spreads 

out wide from side wall to side wall, matching the height of Dead in Your Trespasses (2021). 

Throughout the winding path of the assorted aloe bodies, Pyres (2021) sits quietly by the roots 

and wheels of the standing pieces, scattered throughout the space in an unbounded installation 

that envelopes the other pieces. The spotlighting on the aloes and their steel alterations create 

cascading shadows that overlap and rest on the surrounding walls and floors. The atmosphere 

in the gallery is one of still contemplation and entropy; the viewer decides where the energy in 

the works will lead.  
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Figure 14. The Keeling (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 

 

Figure 15. The Keeling (2021). Installation view. Image by Paul Salveson. 
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Y. You - Acknowledgements 

 There are too many “you’s” out there to thank in this section, but I am going to do my 

best to address you here.  

 To my viewers, readers, critics, and supporters, thank you for reading my writing, visiting 

my work, and sharing your generous thoughts with me. I would like to specifically thank my 

cohort, the UCI MFA Art Class of 2021, for giving me your patience and thoughts over the past 

three years.  

 I want to thank my thesis committee members, Antoinette LaFarge, Jesse Jackson, 

Monica Majoli, and Daniel Martinez, for the extensive amounts of time, challenges, and 

encouragement they have given me over my time here. Thank you to all of the alumni, staff, and 

faculty who have helped me along the way at UCI as well.  

 Thank you to Dr. Peter Bowler for welcoming me into the UCI Arboretum and Herbarium 

to run wild in its beautiful spaces. To Danny Meller and all of the volunteers who made 

Floratarian Relief possible, thank you.  

 Physically, I have to thank the nurses, doctors, pharmacists, emergency responders, 

and other healthcare professionals who have Humpty Dumpty-ed me back together so that I 

was able to create the work in this exhibition. A special thank you to my orthopedic surgeon, Dr. 

Peter Mitchell, for putting my bones back together and making sure they can keep up with me. 

 To my friends and family, thank you for propping me up and propelling me forward at 

every turn; I would not have been able to pull this off without you. John, thank you for being the 

most supportive partner a person could hope for through a pandemic, a thesis, and a pandemic 

thesis. To Calypso and Penelope, thank you for being my favorite furry rascals and keeping me 

sane (and insane). Finally, to the two people who have never not been there for me and rush to 

help me through all of life's challenges, Mom and Dad, thank you for being my biggest 

supporters (and for buying me new feet).  
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Z. Zenith 

 Now that I have sublimated myself and my thesis exhibition into all of these words, I 

would like to punctuate my words here by saying that this is both an ending and a beginning. In 

my graduate school interviews, I told my prospective programs that I was looking for a chance 

to focus on my practice and make it a living being to be sustained for the rest of my life. The 

past three years (plus some) at UCI gave me the opportunity to undo, make, remake, and 

restart over and over again. This encyclopedia and the works in The Keeling are a roadmap of 

how I got here and pointers as to where I go from here. As I move forward, after I allow myself 

to briefly keel over, I will use these words and these works to guide me forward into the next 

iterations of my art practice. 
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